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1. Unfolding the Saxon is 
exceptionally easy. Pull down the 
seat, followed by the chair arm 
and the arm-to-footrest link will 
automatically lower the footrest 
down too.

2. Once unfolded, make yourself 
comfortable in the seat.  Use the 
safety belt for extra security if you 
choose.

3. Gentle pressure on the 
directional controls positioned on 
the arm is all it takes to make your 
stairlift move smoothly up or down 
the stairs.

4. When you reach the top of the 
stairs, you can swivel the chair 
round to face the landing so you 
can get off in complete safety.

5. You can leave the stairlift in its 
swivelled position at the top of the 
stairs as an effective safety barrier 
or fold it flat against the wall. 

6. When not in use, the stairlift 
can be folded flat against the wall 
so it takes up less space in your 
home and leaves the stairs clear 
for other users.  

In addition to our national Sales Team, Stannah  
also works with a select number of regional Dealers 
to ensure a high quality of service wherever you buy  
our stairlifts.
All Dealer personnel involved in installation and support 
must be trained by Stannah and subject to quality audits 
so that you can buy from them with confidence. 
  
Our company policy is one of continuing product 
improvement. We therefore reserve the right to alter the 
product specifications and to change and improve design 
at any time. Full operating instructions are supplied for all 
products. Stannah is a registered trademark. The CE mark 
indicates that this product complies with the applicable 
European directives which relate to health, safety, 
environment and consumer protection. Product conforms 
to BS5776, in full (no exemptions). An example of this 
product has been independently tested and approved. As 
with any other lift on whose reliability and safety you rely, 
we recommend that your Stannah stairlift is serviced 
annually by a trained engineer.
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The chair
The Saxon’s compact carriage 
and rail, and its folding armrests, 
footrest and seat make it ideal for 
narrow staircases. When not in use, 
it can be folded away easily, so it 
takes up less space in your home 
and leaves the stairs clear for other 
users. The chair is upholstered with 
soft modern fabrics, which come in 
a range of colours.  

You can even choose from several 
different features to tailor-make 
the chair to your needs. To operate 
the stairlift, you can either have 
light-touch directional buttons 
or a small joystick, both of which 
can be positioned on either arm. 
Additionally, whilst every seat can 
be manually swivelled to face the 
landing when you dismount, you 
can also opt for a powered swivel 
seat that will automatically turn at 
the top of the stairs. 

 
Safety is always paramount, 
so the Saxon has a seatbelt 
to secure you in the chair, and 
safety edges to stop the stairlift 
automatically if it meets an 
obstruction on the stairs. The  
self-charging battery means the 
stairlift is always ready for use,  
and will always work even in the 
event of a power cut.

Curved rails
On curved stairs, the Saxon runs 
along slim, twin rails that are tailor-
made precisely to ensure the best fit 
possible to your stairs. Curved rails 
are available in a pearl colour that 
blends with any décor. The rail is 
always fitted to the stairs, not to the 
wall and in most cases can be fitted 
on either side of the staircase.   

Straight rails
On straight stairs, the Saxon runs 
along a strong rail with a slimline 
design and is fitted to the stairs, 
not to the wall, so installation is 
quick and clean. Straight rails are 
available in either silver or bronze. 
 

Stannah is a family-run British company which has been  
making pioneering products since 1860. We are the world’s  
leading stairlift manufacturer with an unrivalled reputation  
for quality, integrity and service. We uphold this reputation 
by applying recognised standards to every product we make.
Saxon
The Saxon is a classic yet stylish Stannah model built to ensure  
your safety, convenience and comfort. Its sleek design and range 
of practical features have made it a consistently popular choice 
for all stairs, and in particular for narrow staircases that other 
stairlifts may have difficulty accommodating. 

Remote control 
allows you to call the stairlift 
to you or send it to someone 
at the top or bottom of the 
staircase.  

 

 

Straight rail

Curved rail

 

 
 
 
On/Off switch

Keyswitch  
can be used to completely 
immobilise the stairlift, ideal 
if children are around
  

Seatbelt  
will fully secure you in the chair.

 

 

Adjustable seat height  
for personal comfort and ease 
getting off the seat. (Available on
straight rail only.) 

Safety edges 
on the chair mean it stops 
automatically if it meets an 
obstruction on the stairs.

Upholstery material  
available in modern textiles from 
a selection of attractive colours, 
so your stairlift blends in with 
your home.

Arm-to-footrest link  
means that when you fold the arm 
away the footrest folds up with it, 
saving you any awkward bending 
down, particularly important at the 
top of the stairs. With a fold-away 
seat too, the whole chair can be 
stored simply away against the wall.  
 
 
 
 
 

Directional controls  
can be positioned on either arm. 
Choose to either have a joystick 
or push-button controls.  

 

Swivel seat  
is operated by easy-to-use levers 
on either side of the stairlift, 
allowing you to get off the chair 
with maximum ease. You can also 
choose a powered swivel seat that 
is operated via the joystick or push-
button controls.

Straight rail available in bronze or silver




